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		  Energy Star





OverviewRoofingWallsPavingTopcoatsPrimersTest Reports
Heat Reflective Coatings for New Construction and Renovation. 
Energy StarÂ® coatings are sustainable and Energy Efficient solutions for roofs and walls that significantly reduce absorbed heat in the building envelope.
The use of Energy StarÂ® systems during restoration or new construction results in energy cost savings, cooler occupancy zones and reduced Co2 emissions.






Connect with local applicators

Shop Energy Star Paints Online


Why Choose Energy Star. 



Cool Roofing and Cool  Walls 
In a climate dominated by heat, it makes sense to start with a building envelope that is highly reflective to sunlight, as a Cool roof and Cool walls will provide an optimum start point for the energy efficient design of any building.
Energy Star paints are ultra UV tough, fade resistant and retain their rich depth of colour for the life of the paint.  We guarantee your home will keep that just painted look and street appeal for up to four longer than other exterior paints.






Why absorb the sun when you can reflect it.
Energy Star infrared heat reflective coatings reflect fully 50% of solar heat by infrared reflection.  Even in darks colours, their low solar absorbance and high emittance, significantly reduces absorbed heat in the building envelope.








Infrared heat is reflected - reducing absorbed heat in the roof and walls.  

Energy Star Coatings reflect fully 50% of Solar energy with our exclusive technology of colour infused nano ceramics that reflect heat by selective reflection of infrared light.
The IR heat signature was captured by an infrared camera from the rear of two panels during a Solar Radiation Exposure test. One panel was Astec Energy StarÂ® Low Sheen and the other, a competitorâ€™s premium exterior acrylic. Both panels were identical in colour.
Solar reflectance values for the Energy Star paints are 58% higher than the standard paints of the same colour and will result in energy cost savings, cooler occupancy zones and reduced Co2 emissions.



Independent third party testing and certification .  

You will have the peace of mind that Energy Star paints have undergone rigorous testing and are the only heat reflective paints in Australia to qualify for independent third part accreditation.


CodeMark Certification
Energy Star paints have CodeMark Independent third party accreditation for heat reflective coatings that provides our clients' assurance that the Energy Star products used will perform as stated.



Environmental Certification
Energy Star paints has The Good Environmental Choice Australia Certification Label. The only environmental labeling program in Australia which indicates the environmental performance of a product from a whole of product life perspective for consumer goods.



Australian Made and Owned
Wallmaster Paints are a leading Australian paint brand that remains 100% Aussie Owned and Operated. We are proud of what we make and that our products can carry the Australian Made and Owned Logo



Restore your roof with Energy Star and transform your home Into a cool energy efficient home with great street appeal.
Join the thousands of homeowners and businesses throughout Australia that choose Energy Star to transform their building into a cool energy efficient property.   Your roof will be significantly cooler, tough and resilient to all weather conditions and is backed by the strength of our 15-year manufacturer warranty on materials and labour.  Since-1978 





Energy Star on Cement Sheet Cladding is tough durable, fade resistant and remains cooler than any other black.
Now more than ever with matt and black finish back in trend throughout Australia, deep tone durability, long-term fade resistance and heat buildup in the substrate are important considerations when choosing the product to protect and decorate your home.
Energy Star will reflect fully 50% of solar heat by infrared reflection. Even in darks colours, their low solar absorbance and high emittance will significantly reduce absorbed heat.
Energy Star paints remain cooler than any other blacks, are ultra-UV tough, fade resistant and retain their rich depth of colour for the life of the paint. They are smooth, nonabrasive and give off a warm, subtle, and very natural glow.
As you can see, the James HardieÂ® Matrix Cladding painted with Energy Star Matt, it gives off the unique appearance of a high-grade factory finished panel at a fraction of the cost. We guarantee your home will keep that just painted look and street appeal for up to three times longer than other exterior paints.





Heat Reflective, Tough & Energy Efficient.
	Reflects fully 50% of infrared heat. 
	Cool and Energy Efficient surfaces.
	Ultra UV Tough and Fade Resistant.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection
	Strong stain resistance.
	Australian Made and Owned.

Shop Energy Star Online




Top of Page


Why Replace Your Metal Roof When
You Can Restore it with Heat Reflective Energy Star.
The heat reflective coatings are installed in a system of products that address adhesion, corrosion and watertight performance of the roof.
The heat reflective coatings are installed in a system of products that address adhesion, corrosion and watertight performance of the roof. During new construction the coatings are applied to new zincalume roofing and provide an attractive finish that will outlast factory coated roofing sheet.
Existing aged, corroded metal roofs are repaired and re-fastened then treated with a scientific blend of penetrating, oxygen and moisture displacing rust encapsulant that halts present corrosion and allows the existing heavy gauge metal to remain in place.





Connect with local applicators

Shop Energy Star Paints Online


Transform your Cement Tiled Roof into a cool energy efficient asset with Energy Star heat reflective coatings.
Unlike the normal repainting of weathered concrete tiles, the Energy Star system fulfils the replacement of the weathered factory finish in a positive and long-term manner addressing not only aesthetics, but the durability, adhesion and mould regrowth aspects.
Once installed, this system forms a uniform protective covering that protects, maintains and enhances the roof for many years to come. The heat reflective restoration is installed at a fraction of the cost of re-roofing, is aesthetically pleasing and remains cool in the extremes of summer.







Why remove your Asbestos Roof when you can restore it to a safe, durable, watertight and heat reflective condition!
The Energy Star Asbestos System is one of long term rehabilitation and stabilization.  This system does not require high pressure cleaning of the weathered sheet which is now prohibited in Australia.
The system utilizes an under-film mould retardant, a penetrating sealer / binder, and highly durable heat reflective elastomeric topcoats. 
The system penetrates and locks firmly deep within the non-decayed asbestos fibre matrix.  Splits, fasteners and flashings are waterproofed and reinforced with polyester matt ensuring a long-term water tight roof. All at a fraction of the cost and disruption of replacement.






Heat reflective Waterproof Membrane Systems with outstanding elongation and resistance to ponded water.
A liquid-applied, fully adhered seamless membrane that is formed in situ during new construction or retrofit, of concrete / timber ply decks, degraded box guttering or over existing weathered membranes.
The system will stop the transmission of ponded bulk water, eliminating moisture accumulation in the substrate. 
Low temperature flexibility, down to -20Â° C.  makes them resistant to low temperature cracks in extreme weather, and assures positive adhesion, resilience to hailstone impact, and long-term crack free integrity.
Durable, flexible, heat reflective elastomeric membranes, resist UV degradation, ponded water and many industrial chemical environments and because they remain cool will last up to four time longer than conventional waterproofing.





Heat Reflective, Tough & Energy Efficient.
	Reflects fully 50% of infrared heat.
	Cool and energy Efficient surfaces.
	Ultra UV Tough and Fade Resistant.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	Strong stain resistance.
	Australian Made and Owned.

Shop Energy Star Online
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A cool building envelope is one design element you cannot afford to overlook when renovating an energy efficient building. 
Energy StarÂ® coatings are sustainable and energy efficient solutions for walls that significantly reduce absorbed heat in the building envelope.
The use of Energy StarÂ® during faÃ§ade restoration or new construction results in energy cost savings, cooler occupancy zones and reduced Co2 emissions.







Connect with local applicators

Shop Energy Star Paints Online


Waterproof Crack-Bridging Elastomeric Wall Coatings.
Energy StarÂ® Elastomeric Wall Coatings ensure protection year in year out against the ingress of water, carbon dioxide, chloride irons and all their potentially destructive effects.  Moreover, their unique Dirtguard technology provides outstanding UV durability and resistance to dirt pick-up.
They possess excellent elasticity and elongation properties necessary to bridge continually- moving cracks for long-term waterproof protection, reflect heat by selective reflection of infrared light are aesthetically pleasing and remain cool in the extremes of summer.

















Energy Star Paints on Weather Board Claddings are tough-durable and remain cool.
Energy Star Exterior Matt, Low Sheen or Gloss, are used on the weatherboard claddings to significantly reduce solar induced heat in the substrate during the extremes of summer.  Surface temperatures can be as much as 50% cooler than standard paints reducing internal building temperatures, air conditioning running times while creating a more comfortable living space in the home.
Our exclusive DirtguardÂ® Technology bring a new level of exterior durability and surface toughness to the paints. They employ aerospace industry polycarbonate technologies to give molecular level protection against damage from UV light, water and environmental contaminants. Dirt, dust and contaminants wash away easily from the surface, maintaining that freshly painted look for longer.



Energy Star Matt on Cement Sheet Cladding is tough durable, fade resistant and remains cooler than any other black.
Now more than ever with matt and black finish back in trend throughout Australia, deep tone durability, long-term fade resistance and heat buildup in the substrate are important considerations when choosing the product to protect and decorate your home.  
Energy Star will reflect fully 50% of solar heat by infrared reflection.  Even in darks colours, their low solar absorbance and high emittance will significantly reduce absorbed heat.
Energy Star paints remain cooler than any other blacks, are ultra-UV tough, fade resistant and retain their rich depth of colour for the life of the paint. They are smooth, nonabrasive and give off a warm, subtle, and very natural glow.

As you can see, the James HardieÂ® Cladding painted with Energy Star Matt, it gives off the unique appearance of a high-grade factory finished panel at a fraction of the cost. We guarantee your home will keep that just painted look and street appeal for up to three times longer than other exterior paints.
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Energy Star heat reflective pavement coatings-for a cool enjoyable experience in the extremes of summer.
Energy StarÂ® coatings are sustainable solutions that significantly reduce absorbed heat in concrete.
The use of Energy StarÂ® during pavement restoration results in a cool surface to walk on and significantly reduced radiant heat for the occupants that stand upon them.





Connect with local applicators

Shop Energy Star Paints Online


Energy Star for Cool-Vehicle Resistant Concrete Driveway.
Drive in after a hot day only to be greeted by stored heat in your concrete drive radiating back at you.  Not with Energy Star Pavement coatings!


Energy Star Cool Pave is an infrared heat reflective pavement coating that incorporate colour infused nano ceramics that reflects heat by selective reflection of infrared light and will reduce surface temperatures by as much as 50% during the extremes of summer.
They are extremely tolerant to grease and oils released form vehicle engines and offer outstanding resistance to softening and hot tyre pick-up form automotive tyres.







View Cool Pave

View Primer















Energy Star Cool Non-Skid Safety Finish for Tennis Courts.
Concrete tennis courts constitute a thermal mass and are extremely high absorbers of infrared heat from the sun, made worse by standard non-skid coatings made with conventional dark coloured pigments and mineral non-skid aggregates.  
Energy Star Sports Coat is an infrared heat reflective non-skid coating that incorporates colour infused nano ceramics that reflect heat by selective reflection of infrared light that will reduce the playing surface temperatures by as much as 50% during the extremes of summer.
Energy Star Sports Coat incorporates an exceptionally durable synthetic non-skid partial that does not absorb heat, has extraordinarily strong resistance to abrasion, staining and dirt pickup and is tested to AS/NZS 4586:2004 â€“ Slip Resistance Classification of New Pedestrian Surfaces.



Energy Star Cool Non-Skid Safety Finish over waterproofed concrete decks.
Rooftop entertainment decks always have a waterproofing system applied to stop the ingress of water to the internals of the building.  However, there are serious drawbacks to its functional use from a safety perspective when wet, especially where people step out of spar baths direct onto the surface.
Energy Star Sports Coat is extensively used as a non-skid safety finish over waterproof membranes as it has the necessary elongation properties to flex with the waterproofing and the non-skid properties that make the surface safe when wet. 
The product incorporates colour infused nano ceramics that reflect heat by selective reflection of infrared light that will reduce the surface temperature of the deck by as much as 50% during the extremes of summer. The surface will be cool for bare feet and creates a more comfortable environment for its occupants through a significant reduction of radiant heat from the deck to the surrounding air.







Energy Star Cool Non-Skid Safety Finish for pool surrounds.
Concrete and mineral pavers used for swimming pools surrounds constitute a thermal mass and are extremely high absorbers of infrared heat from the sun.  Even in light colours they absorb heat and get hotter and hotter as the day progresses.  
Energy Star Sports Coat is an infrared heat reflective non-skid coating for pool surrounds that incorporate colour infused nano ceramics that reflects heat by selective reflection of infrared light and will reduce surface temperatures by as much as 50% during the extremes of summer.
The surface will be cool for bare feet and creates a more comfortable environment for its occupants through a significant reduction of radiant heat from the deck to the surrounding air.  The product is easy to maintain and keep clean and has a good balance of non-skid performance while being nonabrasive to bare feet when used on pool surrounds.
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EC-100 Dirtguard P.C.M Gloss 
An Infrared Heat Reflective Waterproof Membrane With Outstanding Elasticity and Resistance to Ponded Water.
EC-100 Dirtguard PCM Gloss is a heat reflective water-based 100% acrylic elastomeric coating, designed for use as a U.V. stable waterproofing membrane on all correctly prepared and primed roofing decks.  The product is low in Volatile Organic Compounds, (V.O.C.), and is adhesion promoted, providing a positive long-term bond to the substrate. The product has outstanding Crack Bridging elastomeric performance and excellent resistance to ponded water.  It has excellent elongation and recovery and provides a positive waterproof seal for concrete and ply decks, metal, asbestos, and cement tiled roofing.
 
Product Data Sheets
Features
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	High crack bridging ratio.
	Excellent water resistance.
	High Water vapour transmission.
	Low temperature flexibility.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.

	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	43.9 x dry film thickness. 
	<5 g/24h/m2/kPa
	g/mÂ²/24 hour / 130.70
	Minus 20 degrees Celsius.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	High crack bridging ratio.
	Excellent water resistance.
	High Water vapour transmission.
	Low temperature flexibility.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.

	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	43.9 x dry film thickness. 
	<5 g/24h/m2/kPa
	g/mÂ²/24 hour / 130.70
	Minus 20 degrees Celsius.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.













Energy Star Dirtguard IR Elastic PCM LS
Heat Reflective-Waterproof Crack Bridging Elastomeric Wall Coating.
Energy Star Dirtguard IR Elastic PCM Low Sheen is an Infrared Heat Reflective, Crack Bridging 100% acrylic, elastomeric waterproof membrane designed for the long-term waterproof protection, durability, and aesthetics of masonry walls.  The product exhibits outstanding exterior durability and possesses the excellent elasticity and elongation properties necessary to bridge continually-moving cracks without itself cracking or wrinkling.
Product Data Sheets
Features
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	High crack bridging ratio.
	Excellent water resistance.
	High Water vapour transmission.
	Low temperature flexibility.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.

	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	31 x dry film thickness. 
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	g/mÂ²/24 hour / 118.70
	Minus 20 degrees Celsius.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	High crack bridging ratio.
	Excellent water resistance.
	High Water vapour transmission.
	Low temperature flexibility.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.

	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	31 x dry film thickness. 
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	g/mÂ²/24 hour / 118.70
	Minus 20 degrees Celsius.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.













Energy Star Sports Coat
An Infrared Heat Reflective Non-Skid Concrete Pavement Coating.
Energy Star Sports Coat is an Infrared Heat Reflective polycarbonate modified acrylic non-skid pavement coating.  It is designed for use as a safety coating for masonry surfaces such as pool surrounds, walkways, tennis courts or any masonry surface exposed to moderately heavy human foot traffic. The product is also extensively used as a non-skid safety finish over elastomeric waterproofing membranes on rooftop entertainment decks, along walkways and around spa baths. 
Product Data Sheets
Features
	High infrared reflectivity.
	Non skid.
	Low water transmission.
	High water vapor transmission.
	High Elongation,
	Excellent Dirt Pickup Resistance
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Reduces surface heat.
	Pass AS/NZS 4586:2004
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	112.7 g/mÂ²/24 hour
	685%
	Easy to maintain.
	Easy Water clean-up.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	High infrared reflectivity.
	Non skid.
	Low water transmission.
	High water vapor transmission.
	High Elongation,
	Excellent Dirt Pickup Resistance
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Reduces surface heat.
	Pass AS/NZS 4586:2004
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	112.7 g/mÂ²/24 hour
	685%
	Easy to maintain.
	Easy Water clean-up.













Energy Star Cool Pave Low Sheen
Heat Reflective, Vehicle Resistant Concrete Pavement Coating.
Energy Star Cool Pave Low Sheen is an Infrared Heat Reflective polycarbonate modified acrylic concrete pavement coating.  It is designed for use as a vehicle resistant protective coating for masonry surfaces such as driveways, walkways, garage floors or any masonry surface exposed to moderately heavy vehicle traffic.
Product Data Sheets
Features
	High infrared reflectivity.
	Mechanically tough.
	Resistant engine oil.
	Resistant to transmission fluid.
	Resistant to grease. 
	Resistant to rubber staining.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Reduces surface heat.
	Resistant to hot tyres.
	No staining.
	Easy to wipe off.
	Wipes off with detergent.
	Minimised rubber marking.
	Easy Water clean-up.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	High infrared reflectivity.
	Mechanically tough.
	Resistant engine oil.
	Resistant to transmission fluid.
	Resistant to grease. 
	Resistant to rubber staining.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Reduces surface heat.
	Resistant to hot tyres.
	No staining.
	Easy to wipe off.
	Wipes off with detergent.
	Minimised rubber marking.
	Easy Water clean-up.













Energy Star Cool Pave Gloss
Heat Reflective, Vehicle Resistant Concrete Pavement Coating.
Energy Star Cool Pave Gloss is an Infrared Heat Reflective polycarbonate modified acrylic concrete pavement coating.  It is designed for use as a vehicle resistant protective coating for masonry surfaces such as driveways, walkways, garage floors or any masonry surface exposed to moderately heavy vehicle traffic.
Product Data Sheets
Features
	High infrared reflectivity.
	Mechanically tough.
	Resistant engine oil.
	Resistant to transmission fluid.
	Resistant to grease. 
	Resistant to rubber staining.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Reduces surface heat.
	Resistant to hot tyres.
	No staining.
	Easy to wipe off.
	Wipes off with detergent.
	Minimised rubber marking.
	Easy Water clean-up.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	High infrared reflectivity.
	Mechanically tough.
	Resistant engine oil.
	Resistant to transmission fluid.
	Resistant to grease. 
	Resistant to rubber staining.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Reduces surface heat.
	Resistant to hot tyres.
	No staining.
	Easy to wipe off.
	Wipes off with detergent.
	Minimised rubber marking.
	Easy Water clean-up.













Energy Star Exterior Low Sheen 
An Infrared Heat Reflective Low Sheen Paint for all Exterior Surfaces.
Energy Star Exterior Low Sheen is Australiaâ€™s toughest heat reflective paint for all exterior surfaces.  The product reflects fully 50% of solar heat by infrared reflection. Even in darks colours, the products low solar absorbance and high emittance value will significantly reduce solar induced heat in the substrate during the extremes of summer.  Surface temperatures can be as much as 50% cooler than standard paints reducing internal building temperatures, air conditioning running times while creating a more comfortable living space in the home.
Product Data Sheets
Features
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.













Energy Star Exterior Matt
An Infrared Heat Reflective Matt Paint for all Exterior Surfaces.
Energy Star Exterior Matt is Australiaâ€™s toughest heat reflective paint for all exterior surfaces.  The product reflects fully 50% of solar heat by infrared reflection. Even in darks colours, the products low solar absorbance and high emittance value will significantly reduce solar induced heat in the substrate during the extremes of summer.  Surface temperatures can be as much as 50% cooler than standard paints reducing internal building temperatures, air conditioning running times while creating a more comfortable living space in the home.
Product Data Sheets
Features
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.













Energy Star Exterior Gloss
An Infrared Heat Reflective Gloss Paint for all Exterior Surfaces.
Energy Star Exterior Gloss is Australiaâ€™s toughest heat reflective paint for all exterior surfaces.  The product reflects fully 50% of solar heat by infrared reflection. Even in darks colours, the products low solar absorbance and high emittance value will significantly reduce solar induced heat in the substrate during the extremes of summer.  Surface temperatures can be as much as 50% cooler than standard paints reducing internal building temperatures, air conditioning running times while creating a more comfortable living space in the home.
Product Data Sheets
Features
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.













Metalflex PCM Matt
An Infrared Heat Reflective Metal Roofing Coating with Superior UV and Fade Resistance.
Metalflex PCM Matt is a Heat Reflective metal roof coating that reflects fully 50% of solar heat by infrared reflection. Even in darks colours, the products low solar absorbance and high emittance value will significantly reduce absorbed heat in the roof.  The product is ultra-UV tough, fade resistant and will retain its rich depth of colour for the life of the paint. It is a smooth, nonabrasive finish that gives off a warm, subtle, and very natural glow and transforms a metal roof into a cool and energy efficient roof with great street appeal.
Product Data Sheets
Features
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.













Metalflex PCM Low Sheen
An Infrared Heat Reflective Metal Roofing Coating with Superior UV and Fade Resistance.
Metalflex PCM Low Sheen is a Heat Reflective metal roof coating that reflects fully 50% of solar heat by infrared reflection. Even in darks colours, the products low solar absorbance and high emittance value will significantly reduce absorbed heat in the roof.  The product is ultra-UV tough, fade resistant and will retain its rich depth of colour for the life of the paint. It is a smooth, nonabrasive finish that gives off a warm, subtle, and very natural glow and transforms a metal roof into a cool and energy efficient roof with great street appeal.
Product Data Sheets
Features
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.













Metalflex PCM Gloss
An Infrared Heat Reflective Metal Roofing Coating with Superior UV and Fade Resistance.
Metalflex PCM Gloss is a Heat Reflective metal roof coating that reflects fully 50% of solar heat by infrared reflection. Even in darks colours, the products low solar absorbance and high emittance value will significantly reduce absorbed heat in the roof.  The product is ultra-UV tough, fade resistant and will retain its rich depth of colour for the life of the paint. It is a smooth, nonabrasive finish that gives off a warm, subtle, and very natural glow and transforms a metal roof into a cool and energy efficient roof with great street appeal.
Product Data Sheets
Features
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.













Tileshield PCM Gloss
An Infrared Heat Reflective Cement Tiled Roof Coating with Superior UV and Fade Resistance.
Tileshield PCM Gloss is a Heat Reflective cement tiled roof coating that reflects fully 50% of solar heat by infrared reflection. Even in darks colours, the products low solar absorbance and high emittance value will significantly reduce absorbed heat in the roof.  The product is ultra-UV tough, fade resistant and will retain its rich depth of colour for the life of the paint. It is a smooth, nonabrasive finish that gives off a warm, subtle, and very natural glow and transforms a tiled roof into a cool and energy efficient roof with great street appeal.
Product Data Sheets
Features
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.













Tileshield PCM Low Sheen
An Infrared Heat Reflective Cement Tiled Roof Coating with Superior UV and Fade Resistance.
Tileshield PCM Low Sheen is a Heat Reflective cement tiled roof coating that reflects fully 50% of solar heat by infrared reflection. Even in darks colours, the products low solar absorbance and high emittance value will significantly reduce absorbed heat in the roof.  The product is ultra-UV tough, fade resistant and will retain its rich depth of colour for the life of the paint. It is a smooth, nonabrasive finish that gives off a warm, subtle, and very natural glow and transforms a tiled roof into a cool and energy efficient roof with great street appeal.
Product Data Sheets
Features
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.













Tileshield PCM Matt
An Infrared Heat Reflective Cement Tiled Roof Coating with Superior UV and Fade Resistance.
Tileshield PCM Matt is a Heat Reflective cement tiled roof coating that reflects fully 50% of solar heat by infrared reflection. Even in darks colours, the products low solar absorbance and high emittance value will significantly reduce absorbed heat in the roof.  The product is ultra-UV tough, fade resistant and will retain its rich depth of colour for the life of the paint. It is a smooth, nonabrasive finish that gives off a warm, subtle, and very natural glow and transforms a tiled roof into a cool and energy efficient roof with great street appeal.
Product Data Sheets
Features
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	High Solar Reflectivity.
	Complies with AS/NZS 4859.1.
	Excellent water resistance.
	Superior fade resistance.
	Strong water resistance.
	Mould and Mildew Protection.
	2 Hour recoat.




Benefits
	Energy efficient, sustainable.
	Energy efficient., less CO2
	<1 g/24h/m2/kPa
	2800 hrs UVB testing, no chalking.
	Excellent substrate protection.
	Ideal for tropical climates.
	Easy Water clean-up.
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AC-3 IR Grey Primer
An Infrared Heat Reflective Anti-Corrosive Primer.
AC-3 Primer is a premium grade, water-based, 100% acrylic anti-corrosive primer coating, designed for use on all correctly prepared metal substrates. AC-3 Primer is low in Volatile Organic Compounds and adhesion promoted for outstanding direct to substrate adhesion, even on difficult substrates such as aluminium, glass, melamine and new galv metal.
Product Data Sheets
Features
	Heat Reflective. 
	Strong adhesion to all metals.
	Flash rust inhibitor.
	Strong adhesion to 

	Water Based.




Benefits
	Energy Efficient
	Including aluminium.
	Stops nail head flash rust.
	Glass, melamine & aged alkyd.
	Easy water clean up.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	Heat Reflective. 
	Strong adhesion to all metals.
	Flash rust inhibitor.
	Strong adhesion to 

	Water Based.




Benefits
	Energy Efficient
	Including aluminium.
	Stops nail head flash rust.
	Glass, melamine & aged alkyd.
	Easy water clean up.












B16 IR Grey Primer
A Quick Dry Infrared Heat Reflective Anti-Corrosive Primer.
B16 IR Grey Primer is a premium grade, quick dry synthetic alkyd anti-corrosive primer, designed for use on all correctly prepared metal substrates. It is adhesion promoted for outstanding direct to substrate adhesion and provides excellent adhesion even on difficult substrates such as aluminium.
Product Data Sheets
Features
	Heat Reflective. 
	Strong anti corrosive properties.
	Quick dry.
	Strong bond to 

	Very low absorptance.




Benefits
	Energy Efficient
	Corrosion free paint system.
	Fast cure in all weather conditions.
	Galv metal, Colorbond, aluminium.
	B.C.A. CodeMark Certified .




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	Heat Reflective. 
	Strong anti corrosive properties.
	Quick dry.
	Strong bond to 

	Very low absorptance.




Benefits
	Energy Efficient
	Corrosion free paint system.
	Fast cure in all weather conditions.
	Galv metal, Colorbond, aluminium.
	B.C.A. CodeMark Certified .













Multi-seal
Sealer and binder for loose or powdered surfaces before painting.
Multi-Seal offers outstanding sealing, binding and stain bleed resistance.  When used as the first coat of a coating system for new and aged construction surfaces.  Multi-Seal penetrates the surface and binds in any loose particles to the substrate ensuring the surface is free of contaminants that can ultimately cause adhesion failure of subsequent undercoats and protective finishes. 
Product Data Sheets
Features
	Outstanding contaminant binding.
	Excellent substrate wetting.
	Strong binding power.
	Excellent stain bleed resistance
	Strong inter-coat adhesion.

	No aggressive solvents.

	Alcohol & water based.



Benefits
	Binds loose surface contaminants.
	Deep surface penetration. 
	Stabilizes powdery surfaces. 
	Holds back staining.
	Bonds with final topcoat.
	Does not blister old paints.
	Two hour recoat.




Features & BenefitsFeatures
	Outstanding contaminant binding.
	Excellent substrate wetting.
	Strong binding power.
	Excellent stain bleed resistance
	Strong inter-coat adhesion.

	No aggressive solvents.

	Alcohol & water based.



Benefits
	Binds loose surface contaminants.
	Deep surface penetration. 
	Stabilizes powdery surfaces. 
	Holds back staining.
	Bonds with final topcoat.
	Does not blister old paints.
	Two hour recoat.
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Independent product testing and certification.



Thermal TestingCertificationsInformative
	How Much Cooler Will My Building Be
	Absorbance Values
	Thermal Emittance Report to ASTM C 1371-04
	Colour Classification BCA and BASIX
	Solar Reflectance Report to ASTM C 1549-02
	T.S.R. Test Reports to ASTM C 1549-02 Std vs Energy Star
	Solar Reflectance Index (S.R.I.) Test Reports to ASTM E1980-01
	Solar Reflectance Spectral Reports to ASTM E-903 Std vs Energy Star
	Temperature Differences to ASTM E-1980-01 Standard vs Energy Star
	Compliance Report to AS/NZS 4859.1 Insulation Standards
	Tropical Chamber Mould Report
	Rain Noise Reduction Roofing
	Energy Efficiency Simulation Reports
	Testimonials
	Test Building Reports
	Associations and Memberships


	Quality Assurance AS/NZS 9001-2008

	BCA CodeMark Certification

	Good Environmental Choice Australia
	Brochures

	Technical Publications



	How Do They Work

	What do T.S.R. figures represent

	What are S.R.I. figures

	What is Emissivity

	What is Reflectivity

	The Problem & Solution

	What Are Urban Heat Islands

	IR Heat Signature

	Why Is Energy Star More Durable

	What Is Dirtguard Technology

	Not Just a White Paint
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